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Abstract 

This paper presents an automatic method for identifying the pectoral muscle in 
mammography images for mainly helping in the process of segmentation of the 
breast in artificial vision applications that require it. The method is based on 
the spatial domain image and filters through the use of the histogram. Showing 
digital mammography images to which is applied the proposed method obtained 
the pectoral muscle removal. 
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1. Introduction 

The extraction of different entities that make up an image is a 
fundamental task in image processing. This process, called segmentation, 
is often required in all systems that manage artificial vision, depending, 
of problems to solve; different methodologies have been developed to 
target each of these problems. In fact, image segmentation is the process 
of isolation of the objects that make up an image, that is, partitioning the 
image into disjoint regions, so that each region is homogeneous with 
respect to certain properties, such as gray levels, contrast, texture, etc.   
[1, 4, 5, 7]. 

Medical image segmentation serves as an important tool for the 
assessment and clinical diagnosis [2, 6]. The results are useful for 
medical doctors to correctly recognize organs and tissues, thereby 
increasing the efficiency of diagnosis and reducing the workload in 
medical image analysis. However, the segmentation of medical images is 
particularly difficult due to restrictions imposed by image acquisition, 
pathology, and biological variations [8, 9, 10]. 

This paper presents a methodology applied to a problem of 
segmentation of medical images, specifically, addresses the problematic 
of the location of the pectoral muscle in mammography images. 
Mammography image analysis society (MIAS) is a research organization 
in the UK interested in understanding mammography, and thus has 
produced a repository of digital mammography images and put it at the 
diposal for the development of scientific research in this area [12]. The 
repository consists of 322 images of mammograms performed on different 
women. Each mammogram is composed of the breast and pectoral muscle 
section, and some pictures, is a label on the top, corresponding to the 
medical records takes place. One of the first steps that one faces when 
uses the image repository of MIAS and depending on the target artificial 
vision applications, is the process of segmentation of the breast, and for 
this, the first elimination is problematic is the pectoral muscle removal. 
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2. Basic Concepts 

2.1. Digital image 

A digital image is a two-dimensional function ( )yxf ,  of the light 

intensity (brightness) at a point in space, where ( )yx,  coordinates of the 

point [11]. Since a digital image is a discretized function ( )yxf ,  
coordinates both in space and in the brightness, is often represented as a 
two-dimensional matrix ( ) ,mxnfF ijij =  where m and n represent the size 

of the image and ( )jiij xxff ,=  (Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1. Digital image. 

2.2. Image histogram 

The histogram of a digital image with gray levels in the range [0, 
255] is a discrete function [ ]kH  that represents the number of colors to 
each gray level ( ).255,,0 …=k  The graphic representation of this 
function for all values of k  provides a comprehensive description of the 
image appearance [11]. Although the histogram does not indicate 
something specific about the content of the image, gives us very useful 
information on the opportunity to highlight features of interest in it. 

2.3. Segmentation 

The image segmentation is to extract common properties or 
characteristics of any region of interest. The segmentation by reported 
here is to retain those pixels that are in some neighbourhood gray level 
histogram to find and extract the pectoral muscle. 
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3. Proposed Method 

The process of segmentation of the breast is based on methods 
applied to the spatial domain using filters consisting in the detection of 
certain pixels that are in a certain threshold from the histogram of the 
image. The method involves the following steps: 

(1) Given the image of a digital mammography, we calculate the 
histogram of the image (Figure 2). 

 

Figure 2. Picture of a digital mammogram and its histogram. 

(2) Since the histogram of the image, we calculate the variance. The 
variance is given by 
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(3) It is estimated the side of the pectoralis muscle is on digital 
mammography. To do this, we consider the top left of the image as its 
origin, and we are positioned 30 pixels below the origin on the x axis as 
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shown in Figure 2, then performing a vertical path from left to right and 
from right to left in parallel, to find the first pixel ( )jyxf ,30  that is 

within the threshold ( ) .240,100 30 << jyxf  If the first pixel within the 

threshold was found along the way from left to right, then it is estimated 
that the pectoralis muscle is on the left side of the mammogram, and if 
the first pixel within the threshold was found along the way from right to 
left, then it is estimated that the pectoralis muscle is the right side of the 
mammogram. It stores the pixel value ( )jyxf ,30  found. Figure 3 shows 

the course that is performed in parallel from right to left and from left to 
right once positioned downstream of source pixels 30 on the x axis is seen 
that the first pixel found in the threshold ( ) 240,100 30 << jyxf  is 

located in the search from left to right, and therefore, the pectoralis 
muscle is located on the left side of the image. 

 

Figure 3. Estimation of pectoral muscle. 
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(4) Crop the digital mammography image with reference to the 
location of the pixel found in step (3), and to find a completely black pixel 
in a vertical path to the left or right depending on whether the estimate 
of pectoral muscle was on the left or right, respectively. In Figure 4, it 
was estimated that the pectoral muscle was the left side, thus the image 
is cropped on the left side with reference to the pixel found in step (3) and 
until its vertical path to the left find a pixel completely black color, that 
is, with a value of 0. 

 

Figure 4. Cropped image. 

(5) On the histogram of the image are filtered values ranging from 

( ) 2
30 , σ−jyxf  to ( ) ,, 2

30 σ+jyxf  where ( )jyxf ,30  is the value stored 

in the step (3) and 2σ  is the variance (Figure 5). 
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Figure 5. Filtered values in the histogram. 

(6) Given the cropped image obtained in step (4) is binarized using 
the histogram so those pixels with values within the threshold 

( ) ( ) ( ) 2
30

2
30 ,,, σ+<<σ− jj yxfyxfyxf  value is sent to a completely 

white, that is, to a value of 255, and otherwise, it is sent to a totally black 
value, that is, a value of 0. The formula for the binarization is as follows: 
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Figure 6 shows the binarization of the cropped image of Figure 4. 

 

Figure 6. Binarized image using the image histogram. 

As shown in Figure 6, the binarized image shown in the white section 
of the pectoral muscle, but also occur in other white pixels not belonging 
to the pectoral muscle, to locate only the pectoral muscle is carried out 
step (7). 

(7) It finds the first component associated with white pixels in the 
image is to this end, the route takes place from left to right and from top 
to bottom. The first connected component coincides with the exact 
location of the pectoral muscle (Figure 7). 
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Figure 7. Location pectoralis muscle. 

(8) Once you have found the whole pectoral muscle, is removed from 
the original image (Figure 8). 
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Figure 8. Removal pectoralis muscle in a digital mammography image. 

4. Experiments and Results 

The images used in this work were obtained from MIAS repository. 
The repository is composed of 322 digital mammography images, which 
were carefully selected from X-ray films and scanned with a scanning 
densitometer Joyce-Lobel with a resolution of 50m × 50m, 8 bits to 
represent each pixel. Each image was reduced and cut them out, and 
finally, the repository shows images of size 1024 × 1024 [11]. Each image 
is the result of a digital mammography applied to women. The images are 
classified as normal or abnormal (depending on the presence of some 
tumor), in turn, the abnormal classification is classified into benign and 
malignant. There is also another classification, given the density of 
breast tissue, this can be: fatty tissue, fibrous connective tissue or 
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glandular density. Figure 9 shows the process applied to four images 
from the repository. It is noted that the pixel value found in step (5) 
provides an approach to local peaks on the histogram, this is because 
going by the search of the corresponding pixel in step (3), is a pixel whose 
value is an approach to white on pectoral muscle section. Upon receipt of 
this approach point to a local maximum, determine the range of 
dispersion that allows us to determine how much data scattered around 
the local maximum point, this will use the variance as a measure of 
dispersion. It is noted that each of the images shown in Figure 9, pectoral 
muscle was eliminated as expected. 

 

Figure 9. Process method for the detection of pectoral muscle in 
mammography images to digital. 
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5. Conclusion 

In this paper, we present an automated method to locate and remove 
the pectoral muscle in digital mammography images. The method is 
based on the spatial domain and the histogram of the image. The method 
is to locate a point on the pectoral muscle that is on a threshold 
experimentally determined between 100 and 240 (step (3)), so that, this 
allows us to locate the local maximum and a range determined by the 
variance (step (5)), where the values are close to having the pectoral 
muscle. The method locates and removes the pectoral muscle in digital 
mammography images from MIAS repository. 
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